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Abstract 
This paper addresses two problems in the skein theory of homotopy spheres first posed 
by P. Traczyk. Solutions to both problems are obtained for a large class of manifolds and, 
since one of the basic techniques used requires the first homology group of the ambient 
manifold to be torsion free, the extent to which this hypothesis is actually necessary is 
further explored. 
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1. Introduction 
A skein module for an oriented 3-manifold M over a ring R is formed by taking 
the free R-module on the set of all isotopy classes of (banded) (oriented) links in 
M, modulo some relations (see [2] for more details). 
Example 1.1. Banded links in M, 
R = Z[A, A-‘]. 
Rehtions: All possible relations of the following forms (see Fig. 1): 
(1) L =AL, +A -IL,, 
(2) L”) = -A3L. 
Example 1.2. Oriented links in M, 
R=Z[u”, z+‘]. 
Rehtions: All possible relations of the form u-lL+- vL_= zL, (see Fig. 2). 
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Cd) 
Fig. 1. (a) L. (b) L,. Cc) L,. Cd) L”‘. (e) L. 
Figs. 1 and 2 indicate links that are identical except as shown. In the case when 
M= S3 both of these modules are free on one generator: the unknot (with 
untwisted band in Example 1.1). The first corresponds to the existence of the 
Kauffman bracket and the second to the HOMFLY polynomial. That both are 
generated by the unknot can be seen by taking any link L in S3 and constructing a 
skein tree; that is, a binary tree formed by changing one crossing at a time so that 
each node is related to the two nodes branching from it by one of the skein 
relations. In S3 it is possible to choose the crossings so that this process terminates 





Fig. 2. (a) L +. (b) L -. (C) LW 
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In an attempt to apply skein theory to the PoincarC conjecture, Traczyk asked 
the question “What do these skein trees look like in a fake sphere?” He 
conjectured that for a knot K in a fake sphere which does not lie in a ball, the 
skein trees could not be finite. If it were possible to construct a skein tree for K 
terminating in a finite number of unknots, then each terminal node would be a 
knot lying in a ball. Hence, we can prove this is impossible by showing at each 
node of the tree: if the two links branching from the node are contained in balls 
then the link at the node is as well. In each of the examples above this gives rise to 
a separate combinatorial problem. 
Problem 1. Let L, L, and L, be related as in Fig. l(a)-(c). If two of these are 
contained in balls, is the third contained in a ball as well? 
Problem 2. Let L,, L_ and L, be related as in Fig. 2. If two of these are 
contained in balls, is the third contained in a ball as well? 
In Section 2 we present a general solution to the first problem using techniques 
from [3]. Section 3 contains a brief discussion of the limitations of this solution, as 
well as a result providing a partial solution to both problems. Finally, Section 4 
completes the solution of the second problem using a modification of an idea in 
[41. 
The author would like to thank Jozef Przytycki, Ying-Qing Wu, and the referee 
for some very helpful conversations and suggestions. Also, he would like to thank 
Charles Frohman for his constructive criticism and unending support. 
2. Problem 1 
Let L and L’ be links embedded in a 3-manifold M. We say L and L! are band 
related via b if b is an embedded I X Z such that: 
(1) L n b = al x I, 
(2) L,’ n b = I x al, and 
(3) L - b = L’ - b. 
With this definition we can now state a theorem solving Problem 1. 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be an orientable 3-manifold which has no lens space summand. 
Let L and L’ be links in M related by a band, b. If L and L’ are contained in 3-balls 
in M then there is a 3-ball in M containing L u b. 
Corollary 2.2. Let L, L, and L, be links in a homotopy sphere differing only as 
shown in Fig. l(a)-(c). If any two of them are contained in balls, then the third is as 
well. 
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Proof. Any two of the three links are related by a band b, which may be chosen so 
that where the third link differs from the first two, it lies in a regular neighborhood 
ofb. 0 
Let L and L’ be a band related pair in M so that each is contained in a 3-ball 
in M. Let b denote the band. Let B and B’ be 3-balls containing L and f! 
respectively. Assume that 3B, aB’ and b all intersect transversally, and define the 
complexity of the pair (B, B’) to be: 
K(B, B’) =(min{ IaBnbI,IaB’nbI},IaBnaB’I). 
Let the range of values of K be well ordered lexicographically; choose B and B’ 
to minimize K. Note that if the first term is zero then one of B or B’ contains 
L U b. So we will henceforth assume this is not the case and derive a contradiction. 
Lemma 2.3. As subsets of b, aB fl b and i3B’ n b consist of arcs parallel to L n b and 
L’ n b respectively. 
Proof. If, say, 3B n b contains an arc not parallel to L n b, then it has both 
endpoints on one component of L! n b. Any such arc cuts a disk out of b which 
guides an isotopy of B lowering I aB CT b I, leaving IaB’ CT b I unchanged, and 
possibly increasing I aB n 3B’ I. This produces a B with lower K( B, B’) so there are 
no such arcs. If there are any simple closed curves in 3B n b, they can be slid off of 
b without disturbing any other component of aB n b. This slide creates an isotopy 
of B lowering K as before, so there are no simple closed curves. The proof for 
aB’ n b is identical. q 
Now choose a regular neighborhood N of b in M so that N intersects B and B’ 
in disks corresponding to the arcs of aB n b and aB’ n b. Form two planar surfaces 
P and Q by removing the interiors of these disks from aB and aB’ respectively. 
The boundary components of the surfaces are circles on XV, labeled as shown in 
Fig. 3. This gives rise to two labeled planar graphs: r, and re. r, has the 
boundary components of P as vertices, the arcs of P n Q as edges, and is 
embedded in aB. Similarly for r, and as’. We ignore circles of P f3 Q. Each 
endpoint of each edge is labeled by the label of the boundary component of the 
opposite planar surface on which it lies. A sample vertex is shown in Fig. 4. Orient 
the edges by assigning an arrow pointing to the lower of the two labels if there is 
one. If both ends of the edge have the same label it is called a level edge. Define 
chord, cycle, semicycle, label sequence, sink, source, loop, and level loop as in [31. 
Choose a point in each of P - r, and Q - r, and use it to define interior as it is 
defined for r, in [3, Section 2.61. 
Lemma 2.4. No simple closed curve in P n Q is trivial in either P or Q. 
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Fig. 3. 
Proof. Since 1 IVI f’ b I and I dk?’ n b ( are nonzero, so is I dB n G?’ I. If 1 aB n aB’ ( = 1 
then B U B’ is a ball which can replace either B or B’, producing lower K. Thus we 
can assume I aB n aB’ I > 1. Now assume that c is a circle of P n Q which is trivial 
and innermost in, say, P. Then c bounds a disk D such that D n aB’ = CID, and 
there are now two cases: 
Case 1: D is contained in B’. In this case, let A be an arc in aB joining c to 
another curve of @? n aB’ so that A intersects aB n dB’ only at its endpoints and 
misses b entirely (Fig. 5). A push off of A to one side of aB is an arc joining the 
two components of B’ - D, which misses b (Fig. 6). Surger B’ along D and tube 
the halves together along this arc to create a new B’ with lower K. 
Case 2: D is not contained in B’. In this case, attach a 2-handle to B’ along D. 
Choose an arc as in Case 1 and use it as a guide to bore out a tube connecting the 
two sperical boundary components of the result. The tube may be chosen to miss b 
and aB, so we have a new B’ with lower K. 0 
Fig. 4. Vertex of r, 
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Jnterior of B’ 
Fig. 5. 
Lemma 2.5. Zt is not possible for Z, and Ze to satisfy all of the following hypotheses: 
(1) No chord f o an innermost cycle or semicycle is oriented. 
(2) Any chord of an innermost semicycle is a level loop. 
(3) Zf an innermost cycle or semicycle contains an interior vertex, it has an interior 
source or sink. 
(4) Any loop which has interior vertices and is based at a source [sink] either has 
an interior vertex which is a sink [source] or there is a cycle whose vertices are all 
interior to the loop. 
(5) Zf e is a level edge in a circuit, the labels immediately before and after the ends 
of e in the label sequence are equal. 
(6) Neither graph has a level loop. 
(7) Any loop has interior vertices. 
‘D 
Fig. 6. 
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i;: 
Fig. 7. 
(8) No vertex is incident only to level edges. 
(9) An innermost semicycle in either graph has interior vertices. 
Proof. Note that r, and r, satisfy the parity rule described in [3, Section 11. This 
and the above nine hypotheses allow one to reconstruct the proof in [3, Sections 5 
and 6] that r, (or r,> has infinitely many vertices. q 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, we will verify in a series of lemmas that 
r, and r, do satisfy all nine hypotheses of Lemma 2.5. These lemmas are proved 
only for r, but they hold mutatis mutandis for r,. 
Lemma 2.6. Both graphs satisfy hypotheses (l)-(4) of Lemma 2.5. 
Proof. This is [3, Proposition 2.51. •I 
Lemma 2.7. Both graphs satisfy hypothesis (5) of Lemma 2.5. 
Proof. Let e be an edge of r, with label E at both ends. Let v and w be the 
vertices at the ends of e, and denote by x and y the labels just before and after I 
in the label sequence. Give P an orientation so that in the induced orientation on 
aP, x comes just before 1 and 1 comes just before y (Fig. 7). Now the parity rule 
mentioned above limits e to one of the two configurations shown in Fig. 8. In both 
cases, the orientations of v and w guarantee that n and y are the same label. q 
Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 9. 
Lemma 2.8. Neither graph has a level loop. 
Proof. Assume r, has a level loop e based at a vertex u. Let 1 be the label at each 
end of e. Filling in the disks in N bounded by 8 produces aZ?, and near U, 
aB n W’ looks like Fig. 9. Let D be a disk in aB bounded by the circle containing 
e. Now I D n L’ I is odd, since 1: contributes one point and each vertex interior to D 
contributes two, so F = D n B’ is a planar surface properly embedded in B’ 
intersecting L! in an odd number of points. 0 
Lemma 2.9. Both graphs satisfy hypothesis (7) of Lemma 2.5. 
Proof. Assume there is a loop in r, with no interior vertices. Inside this loop, 
choose an innermost loop. This loop cuts out a disk D from P and, since the loop 
is not level, D does not intersect L’. Now D can be used to guide an isotopy of B’ 
which changes two adjacent arcs of dB’ n b into a pair of arcs not parallel to 
b n L’. These arcs can be removed by an isotopy as in the proof of Lemma 2.3, so 
K(B, B’) goes down. 0 
Lemma 2.10. Both graphs satisfy hypothesis (8) of Lemma 2.5. 
Proof. Assume there is a vertex u of r, incident only to level edges. Any one of 
these level edges is a loop in re. Of these loops, choose an innermost one, e. It 
contains an interior vertex W. The label w on the vertex u is the end of a level 
edge which is a loop in r, based at w. Since w is inside e this is impossible. 0 
Lemma 2.11. An innermost semicycle in either graph must contain an interior vertex. 
Proof. Assume there is an innermost semicycle in r’ with no interior vertices. By 
Lemma 2.8 there are no chords, so the semicycle bounds a disk face D in r,. By 
[3, Lemma 3.11, the label sequence along the semicycle consists of strings of the 
form (1, 1- 1, 1) for and (1, 1, 1- 1, 1- 1, 1) for some fixed label 1. There is one 
occurrence of (1, 1 - 1, 1) for each oriented edge in the semicycle with the first 1 at 
the tail of the edge. There is one occurrence of (1, 1, 1 - 1, 1 - 1, 1) for each pair of 
consecutive level edges in the semicycle with the first 1 at the tail of the first edge. 
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The labels 1 and 1 - 1 correspond to adjacent boundary components of Q in XV, so 
they bound an annulus in &V - M3’. Replacing the disks of aB’ n N bounded by I 
and I- 1 with this annulus yields a torus T for which 1 is a meridian curve. Note 
that [aDI. [I] = L-P where p is the number of oriented edges in the semicycle. 
Since p # 0, aD is essential in T. There are now two cases: 
Case 1: The region of N between 1 - 1 and 1 lies inside B’. In this case, T bounds a 
knot complement in which D is embedded, but this means T bounds a solid torus 
for which D is a meridian disk. Cutting the solid torus open along D gives a new 
3-ball containing L! with lower complexity. 
Case 2: The region of N between I- 1 and 1 lies outside B’. In this case, T bounds 
a solid torus and attaching a regular neighborhood of D to it produces a 
punctured L(p, q) embedded in M. If p > 2 this is a nontrivial lens space. If 
p = 1 then this is a 3-ball containing C with lower complexity. Since neither of 
these is possible, the semicycle must contain an interior vertex. 0 
3. Remarks and partial solutions 
In this section we present an example of a lens space for which Theorem 2.1 
fails, and partial solutions to both problems in arbitrary 3-manifolds. First, the 
example: Let A4 = L(2, 1). Think of M as the solid torus in Fig. 10 with a 2-handle 
attached along the indicated curve c, then capped off with a 3-handle. Take L to 
be c. Let b be the band shown in Fig. 10. Now L can be isotoped into the 2-handle 
and C lies in a ball in the solid torus. However, L U b contains a generator of 
H,( M >, which cannot lie in a ball. 
To state the result for arbitrary M we need a definition. Consider L and L! in 
M, band related via b. Define a paramaterizing surface for L to be a Seifert 
surface, F, for L in M so that b c F. 
Fig. 10. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let L and L’ be links in a 3-manifold A4 which are related by a band b. 
If L and L’ are contained in 3-balls in M and either of them admits a paramaterizing 
surface, then there is a 3-ball in A4 containing L U b. 
Proof. Choose balls B and B’ containing L and L’ with I aB n b I + I aB’n b I 
minimal and, as before, assume neither term is 0. Let F be a paramaterizing 
surface which is transverse to aB and as’. Define the complexity of F to be 
( I L I --X(F), I F n aB I) if F paramaterizes L and ( I L’ I -x(F), 1 F n aB’ I) if F 
paramaterizes L,‘. Among all such paramaterizing surfaces for L and L,’ choose F 
with minimal complexity. We may assume w.1.o.g. that it paramaterizes L. If 
IFnaB =0 then IaBnbI =O, so LubcB. If IFnaB) #O, let D be the 
closure of a disk component of aB - F. There are now two cases: 
Case 1: aD is inessential in F. In this case aD bounds a disk D’ in F. If 
I D’ n b I = 0 then a disk swap produces a new F with lower I F n aB I and the same 
Euler characteristic. If I D’ n b I # 0 then use LY to guide an isotopy of B lowering 
IaBnbl. 
Case 2: aD is essential in F. If I aD n b I = 0 then compressing along D and 
discarding any closed component that results will produce a new F with higher 
Euler characteristic. If I aD n b I # 0 then D runs across b. Since F is 2-sided, D 
only appears on one side of b. Hence, we can compress F along D, throw away 
any closed components that result, and isotope the new surface off b - L. Now 
add b to this surface to get a paramaterizing surface for L’. Since adding the band 
decreases Euler characteristic by only 1 while the compression increases it by at 
least 2, this surface has lower complexity than F. 
In all cases, complexity is reduced, so it must be that one of I aB n b ( or 
IaB’n b I is zero. 0 
The following lemma and corollaries provide the partial solutions. 
Lemma 3.2. Let L, L’, b and A4 be as in Theorem 3.1. Give ab an orientation. If L 
can be oriented compatibly with ab then L’ admits a paramaterizing surface. 
Proof. Give L an orientation compatible with ab. Since L lies in a ball, it has a 
Seifert surface. Among all Seifert surfaces for L transverse to b, choose F so that 
I F n b I is minimal. By an argument identical to Lemma 2.3 we can assume F n b 
consists of arcs parallel to L n b. If 1 F n b 1 > 2 then near one end of b we have 
Fig. 11. Assuming the orientation of F shown in Fig. 11, isotope b as shown in Fig. 
12. Now tube along b to create a new Seifert surface intersecting b fewer times. 
Since this is impossible, it must be that IF n b I = 2, i.e., F n b = F n L. Since aF 
and ab are oriented compatibly, we can add b to F to create a paramaterizing 
surface for L’. 0 
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Fig. 11. 
Corollary 3.3. Let L, L, and L, be links in a 3-manifold M related as in Fig. 
l(a)-(c). Assume that L, and L, are contained in 3-balls in M. If the crossing 
shown in Fig. l(a) lies in one component of L then L lies in a 3-ball in M. 
Proof. Choose an orientation for L. Because the crossing shown in Fig. l(a) lies in 
one component of L, this orientation is compatible with one of the other two links. 
Assume w.1.o.g. it is L,. Furthermore, there is an obvious band b relating L, to 
L, which satisfies the hypotheses of the preceding lemma and contains the crossing 
of L in a regular neighborhood. Hence, L lies in a 3-ball in M. q 
CoroIIary 3.4. Let L,, L ~ and L, be links in a 3-manifold M related as in Fig. 2. If 
L, and L, (L_) lie in 3-balls in M then so does L- CL,). 
Proof. As above, there is a band relating L + CL _ > to L, which respects the given 
orientations. 0 
Fig. 12. 
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4. Problem 2 
In this section we will prove 
Theorem 4.1. Let L,, L_ and L, be links in a closed orientable 3-manifold M 
related as in Fig. 2. Assume M has no lens space summand. If any two of these links 
lie in 3-balls in M then so does the third. 
The proof given here grew out of a sketch by Scharlemann of the special case 
when A4 is a prime homotopy sphere. Note that Corollary 3.4 says we need 
only consider the case when L, and LP lie in balls. Henceforth, (M, L,, L_) 
denotes a counterexample to Theorem 4.1. For a given counterexample let D be a 
crossing disk as in [4, 1.41 with a0 = K; M+= A4 - L +; M_ = M - L_; and X 
=M-N(L+UK). 
Lemma 4.2. If B is a ball in M containing L + or L _ then aB n K is nonempty. 
Proof. If not, then choose B containing, say, L, so that aB I? K is empty. No circle 
of aB n D in D contains exactly one point of L + n D for that would imply a planar 
surface properly embedded in B meeting L, once. Now D can be used to isotope 
aB off D, creating a ball containing L+U D, but such a ball would contain L,. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Given (M, L +, L_) and S a nonseparating sphere in X that misses D, 
let M’ denote the result of cutting M along S and capping off the resulting boundary 
with balls. (M’, L,, L_) is still a counterexample. 
Proof. If M’ contains a punctured lens space, then it can be pulled off the caps 
and it survives in M after gluing along S. If L, lies in a ball in M’ then this ball 
also pulls back to M. 
Choose a ball B in M containing L,. As long as I aB n S I > 1, B can be altered 
using the moves in Lemma 2.4 to remove innermost circles of intersection. If 
1 aB n S 1 = 1 then cut B along the disk of S inside B. Since S is nonseparating, 
there is an arc joining the two halves which misses S. Tubing along this arc gives a 
ball containing L, which survives in M’. Do the same for L_. 0 
Lemma 4.4. Given (M, L +, L-1 and S a separating sphere in X which misses D, 
denote by (M’, L’, , L’_> the result of cutting M along S, discarding the component 
not containing D, and capping of the remaining boundary. The result is still a 
counterexample. 
Proof. If M’ contains a lens space summand it survives in M. Let B be a ball in M 
containing L +. As above, we can reduce I aB n S I to 1, and then cut B along S 
into B’ containing L’, and B”. Thus L’, and L._ lie in balls in M’. If C, lies in a 
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ball, B,, then there are two cases. If the discarded component of A4 did not 
contain a component of L, then L, lies in B, in M. If it did, then in the proof 
that L, lies in a ball, B” would contain all of L, -Lb. Tubing B, to B” gives a 
ball containing L, in M. q 
Lemma 4.5. Zf (M, L,, L-1 is a counterexample in which X is reducible, then X has 
a reducing sphere missing D. 
Proof. Choose a reducing sphere S so that S n D is minimal, and assume the 
intersection is nonempty. As above, choose a ball B containing L, so that 
I CIB I? SI G 1. Note that aB fl D must contain an arc in D which separates the 
points of L +n D, for otherwise B could be isotoped to contain D. If I aB n S I = 0 
then an innermost circle of S n D in D contains exactly one point of L, and 
S c B. But this means there is a sphere in B meeting L + once. In the case when 
I aB n S I = 1, an innermost circle of S n D again must enclose at least one point of 
L,. One can now choose a component F of D - (aB U S> which contains exactly 
one point of L, and whose boundary is made of arcs of 3B and S. Cutting B 
along the disk S n B creates a ball in which F is a properly embedded planar 
surface meeting L, exactly once. Hence, S misses D. 0 
The proof of Theorem 4.1 can now be completed using the trick in [4, 1.41. 
Lemma 4.6. There does not exist a counterexample CM, L,, L-j. 
Proof. Assume there is such a counterexample. Cut M along reducing spheres 
missing D and cap off all resulting boundary components until we have a 
counterexample in which X is irreducible. If either M, or M_ is irreducible then 
A4 = S3, so assume both are reducible. As in [4, 1.41, [l, Corollary 2.41 implies X 
fails to be S,-atoroidal, where S is a taut Seifert surface for L, in X and 
P = W(K). Hence, we can choose a torus T in X - S which is I-cobordant to P in 
X - S but not parallel to any boundary component. Furthermore, since T cannot 
compress into X, we can choose T to meet D in concentric circles, all containing 
both points of L+n D. 
Choose a reducing sphere Q in M, so that Q n T is minimal. The intersection 
is empty or some disk in Q compresses T to the side containing K. If Q n T is 
empty, Q can be isotoped off K to become a reducing sphere in X. So, we can 
compress T to create a sphere in M, which can be isotoped off D. This sphere 
bounds a ball in X. Run the isotopy back and attach a l-handle to this ball where 
the compression of T occurred. Now T bounds a solid torus I/ containing K. 
Look at T n D. If the outermost circle is inessential in T, then P compresses 
into the bordism, contradicting the definition of I-cobordant. If not, then K is 
parallel to an essential circle on T, which bounds a disk on the other side of T. 
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Since A4 is not a lens space, this curve must be isotopic to the core of V, meaning 
P is parallel to T. 0 
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